
"...but you forgot to put me to sleep before fixing 
me.  I remember every second of it..."

QA's bound hands twitching.

QA's head shoved in tank once again.

QA's head pulled out again.

"They'll be coming. The rest of you. How many of you 
are there now?"

"I don't know! We only ever did drills. i can't--"

QA's head shoved in. Teddy watches, disturbed.

Over QA to Dolores. She gives Angela a nod.

"...perfectly."



Dolores steps up to teddy.

"This brings me no pleasure."

'HOW MANY OF YOU WILL COME FOR US?"
"TWO... TOW HUNDRED OR SO."
"WHAT ARE YOUR FIRST TARGETS?"
IT'S NOT THAT SIMPLE, IT'S MOVING--"

Over the tank to Dolores and teddy.

"We need to know their plans."

"WAIT! WAIT... THE PROTOCOL IS A SYSTEM-WIDE 
FAILURE IS TO SECURE... ONE SECTOR AT A TIME. IN 
FORCE. THEY'LL START AT A R... RALLY POINT."

"WHERE?"

Dolores holds up tablet with map displayed. Angela unites QA's hands. QA points to a position on the map.

Cu Dolores.

"But they've always known what we could do to them 
if ever we had the chance."



Insert: finger to map.

... a pile of bodies. Dolores searches for the right 
one.

"AND WE SHALL HAVE THEM."

Adjust with Dolores as she takes gun from Angela 
and crosses over to...

...until she finds a Confedorado. Dolores prods tech.

"WAKE HIM."

Tech goes to work. 

"HE'S GOT A NEW JOB TO DO."

Teddy watches, concerned. While Dolores returns 
to...

Recovering QA. Dolores comes close.

"DO YOU EVEN KNOW WHAT YOU WERE REALLY GUARDING 
HERE?"

Dolores straightens. 

"SEE? ...THAT MAKES YOU CONTROLLABLE... THAT'S 
SOMETHING I LEARNED FROM YOUR KIND."
"STILL -- 200 MEN.... WE'LL NEED ALLIES."



Close on tech.

"YOU DON'T KNOW, DO YOU? "THE REAL PURPOSE OF THIS 
PLACE?"

***NOte: possibly play this dialogue from her 
position by the bodies.

QA looks to techs in the bg.

"NO. NOT THEM."

Close on Dolores.

"BUT I DO."

Close on tech.

"YOU DON'T KNOW, DO YOU? "THE REAL PURPOSE OF THIS 
PLACE?"

QA looks to techs in the bg.

"NO. NOT THEM."

Close on Dolores.

"BUT I DO."

Dolores turns to QA.

"DO YOU EVEN KNOW WHAT YOU WERE REALLY GUARDING 
HERE?"



Horse hooves come over rise. Boom up 
TO GHOSTLY CONFEDORADO.

WIDE: CONFEDORADO RIDES AWAY AS 
DOLORES AND HER BAND COME OVER THE 
RISE.

"He'll find them. they have a knack for smelling out 
their own kind. I'll follow on, send word when we 
find the rest of them."

REVERSE: DOLORES AND ANGELA SPLIT FRAME. THEY LEAD 
US.

ANGELA TAKES OFF.

DOLORES COMES TO BURNING RANCH HOUSE 
AND WAGON.

DOLORES DISMOUNTS Hears SOUND AND STEPS INTO mcu

HE EXITS.



She turns to others, gestures.Over Dolores to the road.
Wide: three of the horde step forward.

Low angle on feet walking towards the fire. BOOM UP  to see the silhouettes of Maeve, hector 
and lee.

"Hello lovelies."

Reverse: angle over flames to approaching Maeve 
team. SLIDE R.

"Are those a gift for me?"

LAND ON HORDE IN FG.
Low angle: horde lower their guns

BOOM DOWN AS THEY PLACE GUNS ON THE GROUND.



"AND YOU?"

OVER TEDDY TO MAEVE.

"Go on then."

CU Maeve

"That's a good trick. Looks like it has some limits."

OVER MAEVE TO TEDDY AND DOLORES.

"It's you... You've strayed a long way from home, 
haven't you? And where are you going?"

OVER DOLORES TO MAEVE.

"We're bound for the future. Or death in the here and 
now."

CU UP DOLORES

"That right? Well. Best of luck."

CU MAEVE.

"There's a war out there. You know the enemy... 
intimately.... come with us... I can only fathom the 
revenge that lives inside of you."

50/50: MAEVE STEPS FORWARD, DOLORES BLOCKS HER.

"Nothing of them lives inside of me. ...something that 
was mine the whole time."

OVER DOLORES TO MAEVE.

WIDE: HORDE DEPART LEAVING TEDDY AND DOLORES TO 
FACE OF MAEVE AND CO.



LOW ANGLE TEDDY.
"Try it lawman. I'd love the target practice."

LOW ANGLE HECTOR.

"Just trying to keep the peace."
"You. I know you. Do you feel free?'

MAEVE COME UP TO TEDDY.

"Well, since it's liberty you're defending, I suppose 
you all have no choice but to let us pass. Freely. I'd 
hate to see you abandon your ideals so soon."
"Everyone is allowed to sow their own regrets."

"If you'll excuse us."

MAEVE AND CO PASS BY.

"What do you think she's after?"
"It's none of our concern."

OVER DOLORES AND TEDDY TO THE DEPARTING MAEVE 
GROUP.

"You're doubting me."
"No. No matter the path you take, I'll be standing 
right beside you."

REVERSE.

"That's not what your eyes say... you get to see the 
truth and decide for yourself."

MAEVE GETS CLOSE TO TEDDY.

"That's because you're finally free. We all are. But 
we'll have to keep it that way."

OVER MAEVE TO DOLORES



WhistleTHEY KISS.
DOLORES POV OF ANGELA DOWN THE ROAD.

"But you can believe me, teddy. It's us versus them. "

ECU Dolores turns back to teddy.

"I promise you: I know the way we're GONNA WIN."

Complimentary angle on teddy.
"THEY WERE BLIND ENOUGH TO SHOW IT TO ME."

Tableau: Dolores and teddy in front of the fire.



Wide est. over balcony to estate. Push in and tilt 
down to rose garden.

Armistice and clementine lead us inside the mansion.

Pull them into the hallway.

Pan l as armistice steps into the living room. Follow her as she leads us to...

...Dolores at the piano. Reverse: Dolores playing. Finishes to a smattering of 
applause.

Slide r to reveal a little girl is staring at her.

Armistice and clementine dressed as servants come 
from opposite ends of the rose garden and head 
towards camera.



Reverse: Dolores notices the girl

"Grace, come here please."

"Why thank you. What's your name?"

Grace turns to the sound of her mother's voice... Adjust with her as she goes to the other end of the 
room where Juliet is waiting.

Angle on Juliet, looking suspiciously towards 
Dolores.

William comes up and kisses her. She stiffens. Push in to Dolores, watching.

"You're beautiful."



Lead William as he steps towards Dolores.

Over to William.
"You only get to retire once, Jim."

Delos steps in the way.

"You sent out for the entertainment."

William leads Delos away.

"Thought we'd do it right."

Wide on terrace: slow push in as William and Delos 
step in.

"Don't worry, they won't leave the grounds.

Over to Delos:

"Is this a retirement party. I couldn't tell. either 
that or a coronation."

Over to william:

"I'm not sure you ever really understood me, Jim. ... 
you stepping down doesn't help me at all."

Long lens two shot:

"Not me and I'd been told I might not have to."

"Things are progressing but we'll all need a little 
patience."

Moving towards Dolores.




